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Mel Gibson and wife dinner out in Rome (30)
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson, Rosalind Ross.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson, Rosalind Ross.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson, Rosalind Ross.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson, Rosalind Ross.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson, Rosalind Ross.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson, Rosalind Ross.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson, Rosalind Ross.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson, Rosalind Ross.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson, Rosalind Ross.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson, Rosalind Ross.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Mel Gibson is spotted in Rome dining alfresco at Pierluigi's with wife Rosalind Ross (who leaves half way through the dinner) and a group of friends, after dinner he goes for a walk wearing slippers.  09 Aug 2019  Pictured: Mel Gibson, Rosalind Ross.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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